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Creating a Highly Effective User-Generated Content Program: A Marketer’s Guide

Be it today or one hundred years ago, the most effective marketing has always been that 
which engenders trust.

However, most of today’s marketers are encountering a growing problem. 

It’s becoming more and more difficult to earn the trust of consumers. Decades of 
overpromising advertising and underperforming products and services have left buyers 
skeptical of brands they don’t know and trust. 

Fortunately, there has always been one powerful way to quell such skepticism—the peer 
review. 

Word of mouth has always been the most effective form of marketing given that it’s based 
on the recommendations of people who have experience with the product or service being 
evaluated. These peer reviews are the basis for the user-generated content movement.

We say “movement” because user-generated content has become a go-to tool for 
successful digital marketers, largely due to powerful statistics like these:

•  71% of consumers reported that user-generated content reviews make them more    
 comfortable buying a product. 

•  Consumer-generated content ads get a 4x higher click-through rate than basic         
 branded ads.

•  70% of all consumers will look at user-generated content reviews or ratings before     
 making a purchasing decision. 

INTRODUCTION

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.3dcart.com/ecommerce-university/why-your-eCommerce-store-needs-user-generated-content.html
https://www.shopify.com/blog/68976197-4-tactics-to-drive-traffic-and-sales-with-user-generated-content
https://www.3dcart.com/ecommerce-university/why-your-eCommerce-store-needs-user-generated-content.html
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As user-generated content continues to prove itself as a way to (often dramatically) improve 
the results of a brand’s current marketing channels, many retailers are putting their marketing 
budget behind creating a full-scale consumer-generated marketing program, only to get 
stuck. 

In fact, according to Adweek, over 50% of consumers have reported wanting brands to 
tell them what user-generated content to create, but only 16% of brands have a strategy in 
place. 

While more traditional forms of user-generated content have been around as long as 
products have been sold, the growing scope of today’s user-generated content marketing 
represents a relatively new challenge for most marketers. 

That, right there, is why we created this guide. 

You see, at Rivet Works we pride ourselves on being user-generated content marketing 
experts. (Say that 5 times fast!) We want to support marketers in establishing highly effective 
user-generated content marketing programs to enhance their current marketing efforts.

As such, we’ve broken down the step-by-step, three-phase process for doing so in a clear, 
concise, and easy to consume format. 

Now, with further ado, let’s get to it! 

MOREOVER

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/why-consumers-share-user-generated-content-infographic/639636
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As with any marketing endeavor, strategy is the key to 
user-generated content marketing success. It’s crucial 
that you evaluate your audience and establish clear goals 
before attempting to launch any campaigns. This way 
you can ensure that you reach the right people, the right 
way, and receive exactly what you’re looking for in their 
submissions.

Evaluating Your Need  

The Why 
You’re collecting content from your customers for a reason. 
You could be collecting content to:

• Generate brand awareness
• Get feedback for a new product
• Boost exposure of an underperforming product or line
• Promote a sale or special you’re running
• The list goes on...

Get specific about what the content you collect will help 
you achieve. The type of content you collect will be 
influenced greatly by the types of products you sell and the 
people who buy them. 

For example, an ecommerce women’s boot retailer could 
easily ask their millennial audience for creative selfies 
of their new line of knee-high boots. However, an online 
retailer of comfortable footwear for the elderly wouldn’t 
expect their customers to even know what a selfie 
was. Instead, they may ask for a written testimonial or, 
given they could make the process simple enough for 
their customers, a video review from their computer or 
smartphone. 

The What  
Get clear on the type of content you want your customers 
to submit in order to define how you’ll go about soliciting it 
most effectively in Phase 2. You could be collecting:

• Written testimonials/reviews
• Creative selfies
• Video testimonials/reviews
• Unboxing videos
• Product photos in unique locations
• Anything else that would enhance your current 

marketing

Whatever your need, you’ll want to structure your 
campaigns around collecting a highly specific type of 
content from a highly specific type of customer. If you have 
different personas that you market to, it’s important to treat 
consumer-content campaigns like you would any other 
marketing campaign. 

Phase 1 - Strategy: Evaluating Need, Audience, and Goals

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
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The Where  
Finally, get clear on where you’ll be using your content 
before you ask.

Do you want to create video ad compilations of customer 
review videos? 

Maybe you want to use customer photos on your website’s 
product pages to boost conversion rates?

Decide if you’ll be using your content online or offline, on 
your website or in ads, etc. 

Running a successful user-generated content campaign 
means reaching your customers the right way, motivating 
them to contribute what you need, and making it easy for 
them to do so. We’ll cover more on the best ways to reach 
and motivate your customers in Phase 2.

For now, it’s important to understand who your customers 
are so you can reach them most effectively. 

Understanding Your Customers (Audience)

With your needs defined, it’s time to get clear on your 
audience. That means understanding both who your 
existing customers are AND the audience that you want to 
use the content you collect to market to.

They aren’t always very different, but you may find that 
you want to reach a certain segment of your audience with 
your campaign to increase the likelihood of conversions. 
You may have also determined that a segment of your 
customers is far more profitable than others and you want 
to target them with your content campaigns. 

That means collecting content from similar customers 
around similar products that these segments are most 
interested in. Whatever audience you want to target, it’s 
important to understand a few things about them, 
such as…

How they create content   
As we touched on in the previous section, different types 
of customers are going to create different types of content. 
You may have a hard time getting your audience to 
create certain types of content, no matter how valuable 
it would be. 

Understanding how they create content is a key to the 
success of your campaign because it helps you adhere 
to one very important rule when soliciting content—make 
submitting as simple as possible. 

Unless you have a way to make it incredibly easy to submit 
various formats of content that your audience may not 
otherwise be used to (cough, cough, Rivet Works), don’t 
fight their natural preferences. You may not like the results.

Where they create content   
Most audiences create content in one way or another 
without being prompted to do so. Whether it’s leaving 
written reviews on Amazon, tweeting about a positive 
customer experience, or sharing a selfie with a branded 
hashtag on Instagram, your customers are creating content 
somewhere. 

Determining where your target audience is already sharing 
content will help you decide what types of content to ask 
for and how you should be asking for it. You can always 
run a test asking for new content formats, but starting with 
what they’re already comfortable doing will increase your 
chances for success. 

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
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Why they create content   
We cover more about motivations in Phase 2 (the next 
section), but it’s important to understand why your 
customers share; what motivations get them creating 
content. You may find that your customers are happy to 
share based on their exceptional experience with your 
brand. You may also find that they need an additional 
incentive to give you what you’re asking for. 

Look to social media to see what people are sharing. 
Virtually every social media platform allows you to search 
for mentions of your brand. Look for what customers are 
already saying to gauge how active they are. It will help 
you get an idea of why they share. 

Are most of your brand mentions about an exciting new 
product? Maybe your stellar customer service? Or that a 
product they purchased from you was better than what is 
better from your competitors?

For example, if plenty of people want to share about how 
great your product or customer service turned out to be, 
you may be fortunate enough to have a customer base 
that shares based on altruism. They like won’t need as 
much of an incentive. 

Furthermore, your brand name + reviews is a good place 
to start on Google. Depending on the size of your store, 
whether you’re an online or local business, and how 
established your brand is, you may find plenty of written 
reviews that help you understand why your audience 
shares content. 

Again, we cover more about why people share in Phase 2. 
For now, let’s get into goal setting.

Setting Clear Goals

Every successful strategy is based on achieving clearly 
defined goals. With an understanding of your need and 
your audience, goal setting is simplified. 

We highly recommend following the SMART goals-setting 
framework. If you’re not already familiar with the acronym, 
SMART stands for:

• Specific - i.e. 250 new submissions vs. “increase” 
submissions

• Measurable - how will you track success?
• Actionable - can you take action to achieve this goal?
• Relevant - how is this goal relevant to campaign 

success?
• Time-bound - by when will it be achieved?

For example, “Increasing consumer content submissions 
moving into the new year” is NOT a SMART goal.

“Increasing photo submissions from Instagram by 
50% in Q3 with retargeting ads in order to enhance our 
underperforming product pages” is a very SMART goal.

It’s vital that you get clear on what you want to achieve 
well before you move into defining your campaign 
structure.  

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
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With detailed consumer insights, goals, and metrics in 
place, you’ll be far better prepared to launch successful 
campaigns. Now it’s time to define how you’ll make “the 
ask.” It’s important to understand why people share 
content and how to use those motivations most effectively 
to support the goals that you outlined in the previous 
section.  

3 Reasons Consumers Submit 
Reviews and Content

There are three key reasons that most buyers will be 
submitting their content. If you can implement tactics 
to appeal to all three motivations, you’ll likely be able to 
multiply the amount of submissions you receive several 
times over.

The three main reasons people create content are...

1. They want something for their efforts - Incentives
Generating content takes more time and energy than most 
people are willing to put forth, even if they loved your 
product or had an excellent experience with your brand. 

Most people need an incentive to take the time out of their 
otherwise busy day. That incentive doesn’t always have to 

be highly valuable or even guaranteed, but in their minds it 
makes it worth their while to go out of their way to help 
your business.   

Learn how to properly address the “What’s in it for me?” 
in your customers’ minds, and they’ll go that extra mile 
for you. 

Real World Examples:
Online wheel and tire retailer TireBuyer.com give users 
a chance to win a set of new rims for their vehicle in 
exchange for a content submission. 

Phase 2 - The Ask: Defining Campaign Structure

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
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2. They like to see their name up in lights - Exposure
The opportunity to be featured in front of your audience is, 
after all, another version of an incentive, and it is all some 
people need to motivate them to submit their content. 

In a world where sharing a picture of your lunch or a live 
video of yourself at the supermarket has become the 
norm, an opportunity for a customer to have their content 
submission showcased in front of your audience is an 
exciting opportunity. 

As you’ll discover in an upcoming section of this guide, 
there are powerful ways to use this to your advantage and 
generate more customer content. 

Real World Examples:
Loews Hotels “Travel for Real” #TravelForReal campaign 
which highlighted photos from their guests taken during 
a stay at one of their hotels. Each guest gets their 
submission highlighted in front of the Loews Instagram 
audience and future guests get to see exactly what they 
can expect from a stay at one of their many hotels

Explore Georgia launched the #ExploreGeorgiaPup 
campaign where adventurous dog lovers shared pictures 
of their pups across the state. They even created pet-
friendly travel guides for various Georgia locations to 
further engage their audience.

3. They share because they care - Altruism
Today, reviews and user-generated content are highly 
valued assets that many businesses solicit in one way or 
another. However, before user-generated content was a 
must-have marketing tool, it was an organically generated 
response to a positive customer experience.
 
Today, that same altruistic urge to share still exists. 
Passionate patrons who have been through an exceptional 
experience with your business want to share because they 
know it helps both your business and other customers. 
There are, however, ways you can work to prompt sharing 
that is based on this altruism. (More on that in a later 
section.)

Image source: Loweshotels Instagram

Image Source: Explore Georgia Instagram

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.instagram.com/loewshotels/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BaHfQJvjYCJ/
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How to Use Each Motivation Successfully

Now that you know why people share content, it’s time to 
get into the “how.” Below we break down the best ways to 
ask for a review or content based on incentives, exposure, 
and altruism. 

How to Ask for Consumer Content with Incentives
Incentives are often the most powerful way to capture 
content from you customers. The impact including 
the right incentive could have on your submissions is 
dramatic, so it’s important to get it right. 

Incentives could range from anything from a 
customer discount on their next purchase to a 
contest to win one of your most exciting products.

Here are examples of what a few Rivet Works 
customers have offered in the past:

Jansport offers a Pleasanton Backpack, valued at $245

Best Practices for Creating 
Effective Incentives 

Start with the end in mind - What are you looking to 
achieve by running this contest? You know you want 
to capture content, but consider the desired impact of 
the content on traffic, engagement, sales, or any other 
metrics that may be important to your organization.
Incentives should support your brand, and be valued at 
approximately the average order value for your store. 

Outline the contest parameters - Choose your target 
audience, and decide what type of content and data is 
relevant to capture from these entrants. Also decide what 
your criteria will be for a winning entry to make sure that 
you are framing the prompts properly.
 

Build.com offers a $5,000 shopping spree

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
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Establish clear guidelines - This is where legal counsel 
is important. Also consider the different platforms and 
channels you will use to promote the contest, and 
understand their terms and conditions. To give you an idea 
of what these guidelines typically look like, here are best 
practices from Facebook, Twitter, and Google:

•  Facebook
•  Twitter
•  Google
 
Optimize your campaign for search and social - 
Make sure to include relevant keywords and provide 
social sharing buttons so that customers can share the 
experience with their network.
 
Promote! - This is an obvious tip, but nevertheless crucial 
to your success. Promote via email, social media, blog 
posts, press releases, forum posts, paid ads, and partner 
outreach. (We cover more on the best way to promote 
consumer submissions in an upcoming section.) 

Set a clearly defined time frame - Be clear about how 
long your incentive program or competition will run. 
Optimal time frames can vary, but we recommend 4-6 
weeks as a starting point.

Your time frame will also depend largely on the goals you 
set for your campaign. For example, if you are aiming to 
collect 1,000 submissions in Q1, you’ll likely have to run 
your campaign longer and promote it more heavily than 
if you’re testing a new content format and only aiming to 
collect 50 submissions. 
 
Promote your entrants and winner - Promoting your 
winners is a great opportunity to repurpose content and 
set the stage for future promotions. Those who didn’t win 
the first time around will have a better understanding of 
what you’re looking for and be motivated to raise the bar 
for their submissions during the next contest.

Incentivizing Versus Outright 
Paying for Reviews

There’s a difference between incentivizing all of your 
customers to submit content (with one of the tactics 
outlined above) and paying someone specifically for a 
review of your product or service. In fact, the Federal 
Trade Commission has enacted laws that specifically deal 
with this sort of false endorsement. 
 
According to the FTC website, “If there’s a connection 
between an endorser and the marketer that consumers 
would not expect and it would affect how consumers 
evaluate the endorsement, that connection should be 
disclosed.”

Be sure to read up on the full list of rules and regulations if 
you plan to take part in any paid reviews or endorsements 
of your product.

How to Ask for Consumer Content with an 
Exposure Opportunity

An exposure opportunity is, after all, an incentive in itself. 
However, it’s an incentive with little to no cost, appealing 
to their interest in being showcased in front of your 
audience. 

By playing up the fact that someone will be featured 
on your site and/or social feeds you present them with 
an opportunity to get in front of a new (typically larger) 
audience than their own. This could be as simple as 
having your clothing store customers send you pictures 
of them wearing your outfits for a chance to be one of the 
featured images for that product on your store.

It could also be an exposure opportunity for aspiring 
enthusiasts.

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.facebook.com/page_guidelines.php#promotionsguidelines
https://help.twitter.com/en/groups/31-twitter-basics/topics/114-guidelines-best-practices/articles/68877-guidelines-for-contests-on-twitter
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/1620498?hl=en&visit_id=1-636519908069564854-2330722851&rd=1
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/ftcs-endorsement-guides-what-people-are-asking
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For example, your online art supply brand could host “Fan 
Art Friday” where the winning submission gets a blog post 
written about the piece, or gets shared across your social 
channels. The point is that your customer’s art is exposed 
to a new, highly relevant audience, while your products 
and the potential uses for them are at the same time. 

Real World Examples:
MUJI, a Japanese art supply retailer created such a 
campaign where it received a multitude (3,000 unique 
drawings) of exceptional submissions from their 
customers. They even allowed their Instagram and Twitter 
followers to vote for the top pieces to further engage their 
audience. 

Best Practices for Creating Effective 
Exposure Opportunities

Align opportunities with your goals - Be sure you know 
what you want to achieve with your submissions. What 
will they be used for? How will you promote them in a way 
that benefits both your customers and your business? 

Don’t make promises - Avoid misleading copy that might 
make your customers think that every submission gets 
shared. Instead, be clear that their submission MIGHT be 
shared if it is chosen and that many are not. 

Set guidelines - However you prompt your customers 
to submit their content, be sure that they know what 
you want their submissions to look like. If you only want 
photos taken in natural light, say so. If you only want 
single paragraph reviews you can use on your product 
pages, make sure that’s clearly stated.

How to Ask for Consumer Content 
Based on Altruism

The final motivation you’ll want to pursue is altruism. 
People who are motivated by the concern for the well-
being of others will be motivated to know that their 
submission will be helpful. One of the key benefits to 
these submissions is that they don’t really cost you 
anything in the way of incentives or time organizing 
exposure opportunities. 

Best Practices for Generating 
Altruistic Reviews

Be specific - Help your customers understand why their 
content is so important. The more specific you can be 
about how their submission helps, the better. 

Be personal - Those that share content are not just 
helping other consumers, but the brands they love (and 
oftentimes business owners) by reviewing. Work to help 
your customers understand the personal impact that 
reviews/content have.

Image Source: MUJI Instagram

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.wayin.com/blog/muji-increases-organic-reach-ugc-product-marketing-campaign/
https://www.wayin.com/blog/muji-increases-organic-reach-ugc-product-marketing-campaign/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BMVyUL4h-Y_/
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The 10 Most Effective Ways to Prompt Your 
Customers

Now that you understand what motivates customers 
to share and how to use those motivations to your 
advantage, it’s time to look at the various ways you can 
prompt your customers to take action. Below, we cover 
the various forms of both online and offline prompts that 
have proven themselves to be most effective. 

6 Top Online Prompts

Online prompts are largely free, which makes them a 
budget friendly way to spread the word about incentives 
and even spark altruistic submissions. Even paid tactics 
are a great way to reach your customers in new, highly 
effective ways. 

Digital prompts like the ones below are especially effective 
because you can link directly to the page or tool (ahem, 
Rivet Works) that you’re using to collect content.

1. Website Copy
The first, and easiest place to ask for consumer content 
is on your website. Including a simple text banner in your 
website footer or a graphic in your sidebar could help 
generate plenty of submissions. 

What’s more is that adding any incentives or exposure 
opportunities will boost the efficacy of these CTAs 
significantly. 

2. Thank-You Pages
The thank-you page that your customers see after they 
purchase something from your online store is an excellent 
place to ask for user-generated content.  

This is typically most effective when interacting with 
repeat customers who may already have experience with 
your products, or to prepare your customers for sharing 
when their product arrives. 

3. Email
Email is one of the most effective forms of business-
to-consumer communication, and it also happens 
to be one of the most effective prompts for content/
review submissions. Consider setting up an automated 
email series as a part of your post-purchase customer 
satisfaction campaign that concludes with an email asking 
for a review of your product.

For example, directly after a purchase is made your 
customers receives a thank-you email. A few days later 
they receive an informational guide to help them use it 
most effectively. The following week you send them a 
tips-and-tricks email that’s full of unique and creative 
ways your other customers are using your product. Finally, 
later that week (after seeing submissions from your other 
customers in a previous email) they receive an email 
asking for an honest review of their new purchase.

 

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/how-it-works/
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This way you’re continuing to deliver an excellent 
customer experience after the sale is complete while 
showing your new customer examples of what other 
people have submitted. Imagine how powerful that 
becomes when you combine it with your incentive or 
the chance to be featured in a prominent place on 
your website.  

This is one of the reasons we use email as one of the key 
prompts to support customer submissions with Rivet 
Works. 

4. Social Media Posts
Social media is a great place to promote your incentives, 
exposure opportunities, and ask for earned content from 
happy customers. It’s also the perfect platform to share 
your reviews and customer content to help inspire others 
to participate.
 
Collecting and sharing social posts could be as simple as 
retweeting something nice that someone had to say about 
your brand. 

But social can be used to prompt customers for content 
in a variety of ways. Using the “Fan Art Friday” example 
from above, the art supply retailer could post the winning 
submission on all of their social channels each Friday. 

They may even decide to promote these submissions to 
new audiences, both enhancing the exposure opportunity 
for their customers and reaching new (relevant) audiences 
in a unique and creative way.

Speaking of paid promotion...

5. Paid Social Ads
Paid social ads represent a multitude of opportunities to 
prompt customers to submit content. Test using paid ads 
as a cost-effective way to gather consumer content on 
social and it could provide you with a very powerful way to 
reach the right people in a new way. 

For example, you could retarget all of your existing 
customers (with their email addresses) on Facebook 
with ads about your incentive campaign, your exposure 
opportunity, or simply asking for their support. 

6. Text Messages
While not technically an online prompt, text marketing is 
typically best supported by online channels. If you’ve built 
your brand’s text contact list and are able to segment your 
customers from your shoppers, texting is a great way to 
ask for a review.

Once again texts, like other online prompts, could link 
directly to the page or tool that you’re using to collect 
submissions.

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
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4 Top Offline Prompts

Just because you’re asking for digital feedback doesn’t 
mean you can’t use analog prompts. Offline prompts 
can be highly effective and typically represent a minimal 
additional investment.

Here are some of our favorites prompts...

1. Box Stuffers
If you’re already shipping your customer a package with 
your product inside, why not take advantage of slipping 
in a prompt? A simple, well-designed, attention-grabbing 
printed leaflet can help you capitalize on the excitement of 
opening a new package. 

Be sure to place the prompt on top of everything else so 
it doesn’t get overlooked or ignored. Also, don’t forget to 
include the instructions (make them as simple as possible) 
for submitting their content, as well as any incentive or 
exposure opportunity you’re offering. This is the perfect 
time for a quick photo of them using your product or a 
simple video of their first impressions. 

2. Postcards
While some direct mail is less effective than it used to 
be, postcards are still a great way to get the attention of 
people who know you (your customers). Postcards are an 
effective way to get people to submit content once they’ve 
had a chance to use your product for a while. 

If you’re looking for long-term reviews of your products, 
postcards help you reach out well after the initial 
purchase, especially if your customer missed prior 
attempts to reach them via email. Again, remember to 
include clear instructions and any information about your 
incentive or exposure opportunity. 

3. In-Store CTAs
Printed and digital displays inside stores can help prompt 
shoppers to take action, both while they’re still in the store 

and much later. Submitting a photo of themselves with 
using your product in exchange for a small discount can 
rack up plenty of useful photo content.

If you want your customers to remember to submit when 
they get home, be sure to incentivize them in one way or 
another. Otherwise it’s unlikely that many will remember or 
take the time to submit a review after they’ve left the store. 
Finally, placing a call to action and submission instruction 
on their purchase receipt means one more place to 
prompt and it’s virtually free. 

4. Customer Service Interactions
Every customer service interaction is an opportunity to 
prompt customers for content. If you’re wondering how 
to ask for a review during a customer service interaction, 
bear with us. 

The whole point of providing customer support is to 
answer questions, solve problems, and generally be as 
helpful as possible to provide each customer with the 
ultimate experience of your business. While not every 
customer service experience is going to end well, many 
more will. 

Once your team has taken the time to help your customer 
solve their problems, prompting them for content is an 
ideal next step. This could be verbally on a service call, 
followed up by an email with the instructions. It could also 
be as simple as your in-store staff pointing out your CTAs 
and explaining the incentives. 

Riding the momentum of a positive customer-service 
interaction is a great way to secure honest, shining 
reviews about a successful customer experience. 
With your campaign structure established, you need to 
be sure you’re prepared to monitor and optimize their 
performance. 

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
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Phase 3 - Enhancing Performance: Monitor, Optimize, and Test

Optimization is the key to the success of any marketing 
campaign. Your user-generated content campaigns are no 
exception. 

Campaign Monitoring and Optimization

Once you’ve had a chance to collect enough data, it’s 
important to monitor the way your audience is responding 
to your campaign, and then optimize its performance 
accordingly.  

Quantity - Are you getting as many submissions as you 
expected?

One of the first metrics you’ll want to analyze is quantity. 
No matter how your campaign is structured, it’s likely 
costing your team an investment of time, money, or both. 
You want to make sure you’re getting enough content to 
make your investment worthwhile. If you’re not getting as 
many submissions as you expected, look for reasons why.

• Are you reaching your audience where they share 
naturally?

• Are you asking for a content format that they already 
use?

• Have you made the process to submit as easy as 
possible?

• Is your incentive to share aligned with their 
motivations?

• Is it enticing enough?

If your quantity isn’t where you want it to be, look for 
ways that your campaign is misaligned with the natural 
behaviors and preferences of your customers.

Quality - Are you getting the types of content you need?
The next metric to analyze is quality. Even if you’re getting 
plenty of submissions, if they’re not the kind of content 
that you need, you’re not getting a positive return on your 
investment. Once again, underperformance in quality calls 
for optimization. 

• Were your prompts clear about the types of 
submissions you’re looking for?

• Were your goals unrealistic based on the defining 
characteristics of your customers?

• Have you provided your customers with a platform 
that allows for the easy submission of high-quality 
content for the format you’re seeking?

Once again, quality issues likely tie back to misaligned 
goals or unrealistic expectations based on customer 
preferences and the ease of submission. 

https://www.rivet.works/
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You now have a wealth of powerful insights and proven tactics to help you develop your 
brand’s user-generated content marketing program. Be sure to invest the time into research 
and goal setting to establish a solid foundation on which to build. Then work to craft 
campaigns that appeal to your unique customer base. 

Finally, never get complacent. Continually be working to improve the performance of your 
campaigns and regularly test new strategies to get the most out of your investment. 

While you’re at it, Rivet Works offers a FREE trial of our powerful user-generated content 
tool. Click here to see how it works. 

NEXT STEPS

Testing
Once you’ve run a few successful campaigns and 
learned what your customers respond to, you may find it 
worthwhile to test new types of campaigns. You can try 
reaching different segments of your audience, asking for 
different content formats, or using different incentives, 
exposure opportunities, etc.

As with all marketing, testing is crucial to enhancing the 
performance of your consumer content campaigns. By 
testing new variations to your successful campaigns 
you’ll be able to improve both the quality and quantity of 
your submissions while reducing your investment.

https://www.rivet.works/
https://www.rivet.works/
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https://www.rivet.works/how-it-works/
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